The Ritual Year WG
Spring 2022 Seasonal Webinar

31 March 2022, 16:00 Tallinn time (14:00 GMT)
via MS Teams
Moderators: Irina Sedakova and Mare Kõiva

Laurent S. Fournier
LAPCOS UPR 7278, Université Côte d’Azur, Nice

Introduction: The Rules of the Ba’ in Great Britain and France

Emily Lyle
University of Edinburgh

The Melrose Marriage Ball and its Myth and Ritual Contexts
in a Dualistic Cosmos

Neill Martin
University of Edinburgh

Who is Up and Who is Down? The Alien Eye on the Jedburgh Hand Ba’

John Messner
Riverside Museum, Glasgow

Maintaining an Ancient and Popular Custom:
An Exploration of the 1922 Jedburgh Hand Ba’ Games

In memory of Hugh Hornby
(7 April 1969 – 30 March 2021)

For participation, please write to
ritualyear@siefhome.org